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Fault-Tolerant Simulation Environments Using Intelligent 
Mobile Agent Technology 
 

By Bob DeAnna 

 

Abstract 

DOD, NASA, FAA, DOE, industry and academia use simulators to conduct studies otherwise infeasible or impossible 
to perform and measure.  In the past, advancements in high-performance computing have focused on producing 
larger and more accurate simulations, while the problem of how to transform the output -- possibly terabytes of data -- 
into knowledge has been neglected.  Recursion Software is working with its clients to offer a solution to the current 
problems faced in simulation environments including large amounts of data to be processed across less-then-reliable 
mobile networks.   
 
VOYAGER Edge

®
, a new distributed development platform from Recursion Software, utilizes an agent-based 

approach to link and manage a heterogeneous system composed of datasets, sensors, and other simulations (such 
as weather simulations).  Simulation Training Evaluation Systems can leverage this to provide pertinent, timely 
information to participants using PDA’s, laptops, and personal workstations. This approach includes mobile agents for 
reducing bandwidth usage and accessing, filtering and analyzing data at its source.  VOYAGER Edge is a leader in 
this technology.    
 
 

Overview 

• Mobile agents, deployed to edge devices by VOYAGER Edge, process and combine raw data from large, 
distributed, heterogeneous, multi-dimensional data sets with complex spatial and/or temporal dynamics to 
detect patterns and irregularities.    

• Patterns and irregularities are detected using learning algorithms and data mining to examine correlations and 
perform classification, clustering, change and deviation detection, summarization, and dependency modeling.   

• Mobile agents are used to pre-process, filter, polish, and extract features from raw data on edge devices 
ensuring that knowledge is transmitted rather than large amounts of raw data.   

• Mobile agents select relevant subsets of data, remove noise and outliers, and decide on a strategy for parsing 
the data in the most efficient manner to a variety of devices across wireless networks. 
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Technical Overview  

Using Adapter Agents and Agent Managers, VOYAGER Edge provides the infrastructure for mobility in a distributed 
system including remote communications, security, code mobility (Mobile Agents), and proxies.   

Figure 1. Agent-Based Linking of Distributed Systems Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

The Adapter Agent 

• Provides a connection between a local client and the larger system. Each Adapter implements the Adapter 
Agent interface. 

• Communicates with the local client and provides a consistent interface to the other system components. The 
local client can be as diverse as a simulation, an external sensor, or user client workstation.  

• Maintains a local table with available services provided by the client and known services that the client uses.   

• Is an Agent Manager client. It relies upon the Manager for suggesting candidate services for fulfilling a client 
request for service.  

• Evaluates available services and chooses which to use by evaluating service descriptions. 

 
Each existing system has an Adapter that publishes its interface to the Manager, which offers functionality and data to 
distributed consumers. The Adapter Agent knows how to access, filter and analyze its local simulation data. 
Mobile agents are key to scalability for reducing network bandwidth usage. A Mobile Agent can be dispatched by an 
Adapter or Agent Manager to a remote platform, interact with the system hosted there, which might involve receiving 
large data volumes from the system, and after filtering and analyzing the data, send the results back to the client from 
which the mobile agent had been dispatched.  This results in reduced network traffic and vulnerability to network 
outages. 
 
Peer-to-peer interaction between Adapters via Agents makes the architecture more fault-tolerant and not dependent on 
a centralized routing system.  
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Key Architectural Components: VOYAGER Edge Agent Managers and Adapter Agents

External Ent ities: Various Data Sources, Data Streams and Application APIs

Nodes: Workstations/Servers, Sensors, PDAs and Smart Phones
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Agent Manager 

The Manager brokers links between Adapters. The Managers are themselves implemented as scalable agents. 
Adapters publish their services with the Manager, which maintain a local service database. Adapters make queries for 
services that match their needs. Once a service has been identified, the Adapter can communicate with it directly, 
without going through the Manager. 
 
Mobile Agents are created and dispatched to remote platforms by Managers to interact with another Adapter or 
External Actors.  Mobile Agents can have hard-code behavior in Java, and will also draw from intelligent systems 
technology, using an engine and a knowledge base.  Mobile Agents are also used for load-balancing purposes to 
transfer computationally intensive work to underutilized platforms within the system confined. 

External Actors 

External actors can be discrete event simulations in a Simulation Training and Exercise system, external sensors, or 
Simulation Training workstations. Each external actor must implement the standards interface to Adapter. An external 
actor requests services through their Adapter, or vice-versa, using the standard interface and receives replies with 
data.  

Infrastructure Requirements and Protocol Interoperability 

The infrastructure needed is at least intermittent network connectivity, computing platforms that can run the Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM), and have VOYAGER Edge installed. PDA’s and smart phones will have a lightweight 
VOYAGER Edge client installed for hosting and/or accessing Mobile Agents, dependent on the device specifications. 
 
The VOYAGER Edge system uses the CORBA (IIOP), Web Services (SOAP), J2EE (RMI-over-IIOP) and XML-RPC 
industry standards to implement the remote communications and mobile agent capability. It readily integrates on 
diverse platform configurations due to the ubiquity of Java and the JVM. 

Primary Goals of VOYAGER Edge  

Recursion Software is working with its clients to develop real-time decision systems for commercial, civilian, and 
military distributed computing platforms.  Over the long term, VOYAGER Edge will help to: 

• Drastically reduce the amount of raw data sent across wireless networks by enabling intelligent, onboard 
analysis utilizing mobile agents on edge devices to perform more of the data gathering, filtering and analysis 
required by distributed computing platforms.   

• Reduce operating costs and make more efficient use of simulation environments. 
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